Having a reliable accuracy score is crucial for real world applications of OCR, since such systems are judged by the number of false readings. Lexicon-based OCR systems, which deal with what is essentially a multi-class classification problem, often employ methods explicitly taking into account the lexicon, in order to improve accuracy. However, in lexicon-free scenarios, filtering errors requires an explicit confidence calculation. In this work we show two explicit confidence measurement techniques, and show that they are able to achieve a significant reduction in misreads on both standard benchmarks and a proprietary dataset.
Introduction
Optical Character Recognition (OCR) is the task reading a natural image of printed or hand-written text. This task has many applications, such as automatic processing of documents and forms, automatically routing envelopes based on zip code, and reading aloud photographed text for the visually impaired. Additionally, automatic text recognition is a necessary step in many other tasks, such as reading the speed limit as part of the automatic driving task.
Recent years have shown major advancement in OCR accuracy. Literature pertaining to providing a confidence measure for these systems has, however, been relatively sparse. Real-world usage of OCR systems requires such a confidence measure, since the last stage in an industrial OCR pipeline is typically paying a human typist to type out the content of a given image that the system rejected. As such, real-world OCR systems are measured by how much of their input can be processed without human intervention, while keeping the error level below a certain threshold. In such a setting, assuming that the acceptable error level is 1%, a system that achieves an overall accuracy of 90% but contains a mechanism that can guarantee an error level of 1% on its most confident 50% of the input, is more valuable than a system that provides 98% accuracy but provides no confidence score at all.
Most OCR systems in the literature are limited to a predefined lexicon, in either the training phase, the inference phase, or both. A predefined lexicon may be very helpful for systems that are concerned with recognizing natural language text, as typically all words in the dataset will be derived from a limited dictionary. An example of a lexiconbased method is using a language model to only produce outputs that are likely words in the target language. Another example is mapping the image space and the label space to a common feature space, and outputting the nearest dictionary label for a given input image.
Lexicon-based OCR methods often contain intrinsic confidence measures -a language model defines the probability that a label is a legal word in the language, and the distance between the input and the output in a shared feature space may be interpreted as the confidence that the output matches the input.
Some datasets, however, are incompatible with the idea of a limited lexicon. Such datasets include scanned fields containing social security numbers, photographed license plates, any kind of texts whose origin is unknown, and others. For such a dataset, an explicit language model cannot be constructed, since the ability to predict the next character given the previous is very limited. Likewise the usefulness of a distance measurement between an image and a label in a learned shared space is limited, since the nearest neighbor search would be performed between what is essentially all possible labels, which is impractical. When dealing with such datasets, for the purpose of providing a confidence measure of the OCR labeling, a lexicon-free confidence measure must be devised.
This work is concerned with providing a confidence score to an OCR system whose architecture is inspired by state-of-the-art works in the OCR field. In particular, we base our network on Liu et al. [8] , which achieves state-ofthe-art results in several accuracy benchmarks, but provides no confidence measurement outputs.
Our main contribution is the presentation of two techniques for obtaining a confidence measure, that do not require any information about the lexicon, and so are also ap-plicable in a lexicon-free scenario.
The first of the two techniques is inspired by a common technique in multi-class classification. We obtain the probabilities that the OCR model assigns to its first and second most probable readings, given an input image. We then give a high confidence score where the first reading is much more probable than the second reading. If it is not, then the sample is ambiguous, and so its confidence score is lowered. Our experiments show that this confidence measurement is highly effective at detecting errors in the OCR model.
While the first technique proved to be effective as an error predictor, real-world concerns dictate a more involved solution. A word-or a phrase-level OCR system is typically one component of a pipeline, that often includes alignment, segmentation, et cetera. Since previous components are not always accurate, a sample may be passed to the OCR system, that the system must reject. Therefore, a requirement of an OCR system in a real-world scenario is to be able not only to provide accurate output, but also to be able to reject faulty samples.
Our second error prediction mechanism is designed to handle this use-case. We add an error prediction branch to the OCR network, which directly predicts whether either the OCR model will err given the input, or the sample should be rejected. Our experiments show that when sufficient training data is available, this learned prediction model is able to detect OCR errors with a high degree of accuracy, as well as detect samples that must be rejected. We show that on a proprietary dataset by the document processing automation company Orbograph, which includes such reject samples, our second method outperforms the first.
Another advantage of our error-prediction learning method is that it does not depend on the particular decoding component of the network, which makes it applicable to the vast majority of the OCR neural network architectures.
This work is structured as follows. In the following section, we overview existing literature in the field of OCR and OCR confidence scoring. Section 3 presents our system in detail. Section 4 details the experiments we have conducted and the datasets we have used. We conclude in Section 5.
Prior Work
Where applicable, lexicon-based OCR is able to beat lexicon-free OCR in accuracy by a large margin. A few select examples of neural-network-based methods incorporating a lexicon into their OCR networks follow.
Shi et al. [11] introduce a two-stage lexicon-based decoding during testing. In the first stage, a lexicon-free decoding method is employed to obtain a candidate output l. Then, their system restricts itself only to lexicon items within a certain edit distance δ of l, and finds the most likely one as its final output.
Ghosh and Valveny [1] also incorporate the lexicon into their system's decoding stage. They train an explicit ngram character-level language model on the lexicon, and during beam-search decoding, the OCR word probability is weighted with the language model's word probability. This technique greatly increases the probability that the model outputs a word from the lexicon, and enables the decoding phase to ignore possible readings that are not legal words in the language. Poznanski and Wolf [10] explicitly treat the word OCR task as a multi-class classification problem. During training, their system learns to predict from an image a vector of binary textual features computed from the image's label. A regularized Canonical Correlation Analysis model is then trained between the network's neural code and the label's textual feature vectors, to bring both vectors to a shared space and neutralize cross-correlations between different textual features. At test time, the final output is determined by a nearest-neighbor search of an image's neural representation, to obtain the lexicon entry closest to the image in the common learned space.
Most OCR systems in the literature are capable of being used without a lexicon -in particular, those based on the CTC loss, which we use, and will be described in detail in Section 3.1.3. Several works on lexicon-based OCR also publish lexicon-free accuracy results, as in [11, 13, 8, 4] .
As of writing these lines, the current state of the art in several OCR accuracy benchmarks, both constrained and lexicon-free, is the STAR-net network by Liu et al. [8] . Their system is comprised of a convolutional imageencoding stage, followed by a deep LSTM network, and trained with the CTC loss. They also employ residual connections within their convolutional model, and a spatial transformation stage to rotate scene-text to a canonical perspective.
The literature on OCR confidence is relatively sparse. However, virtually all commercial OCR engines do provide a confidence score. We examine the well-known and opensource Tesseract [12] OCR engine. While Tesseract does have some limited lexical analysis, it does not use its lexicon information for calculating its confidence score.
We now give a brief overview of the method Tesseract uses for its confidence calculation. During its OCR phase, text is segmented into words, and words are segmented into characters. Each detected character is then matched to a character prototype, which is a canonical shape of a character. This matching is done by extracting a visual feature vector from the detected character's contour, and searching for the closest character prototype in feature space. The shortest such distance is then called the confidence for the character. These character confidence scores are then weighed and summed to obtain a word rating, which serves as the overall confidence score for the word.
Another method used by commercial OCR systems is Figure 1 . A schematic diagram of our system. For training, pairs of images and labels must be provided. The image goes through a convolutional stage, followed by three-layer deep bidirectional LSTM. The output from the recurrent layers is input to the CTC loss. Additionally, the most probable reading from the OCR model is compared with the training label. The output from an intermediate LSTM layer serves as input to an error prediction model, which predicts whether the most probable OCR reading matches the training label.
trying to assess the image quality, and giving lower scores for low image quality.
Methodology
This work focuses on the task of text recognition in a cropped, single-line image. In the following sections, we describe the main components of our system: the text recognition model and the dedicated error prediction component.
OCR Model
Our text recognition model includes convolutional visual feature extraction, followed by recurrent layers, and a final transcription layer.
Visual Feature Extraction
For visual feature extraction, following [8] , we employ a convolutional neural network with residual connections [4] . The input to the network is an image tensor of dimensions W ×64×1, where W is a varying image width. The network is comprised of 6 blocks of 2 residual convolution modules, where each residual module is composed of two convolutional layers, a residual connection and batch normalization. The convolutions use a kernel of size 3 × 3 and padding 1.
Interspersed between the blocks are max pooling operations, with stride of either 2 × 2 or 1 × 2, which serve to reduce the spatial dimension of the image. We increase the number of filters in later blocks by a factor of 2. After the visual feature extraction, we get an activation tensor of dimensions T × 1 × 512, where T = W 8 . We treat this tensor as T visual feature vectors of length 512.
Recurrent Layers
Each visual feature vector is the result of applying a sequence and convolutions and pooling operations to part of the input image. As such, the feature vectors describe the image in a sliding window, and therefore are spatially local. To introduce time-dependence between the feature vectors, we apply 3 layers of bi-directional LSTM on the feature vector sequence, with 512 units in each direction.
The output of the final LSTM is then projected to |Σ| + 1 dimensions, where Σ is the set of possible characters in the output text (the alphabet). These serve as character probability distribution for the transcription layer.
Transcription Layer
We adopt the Connectionist Temporal Classification (CTC) layer proposed by [2] . We describe it briefly.
Let Σ the alphabet, and Σ = Σ ∪ {−}, where − is a special "blank" character. CTC defines a transcription function B : Σ * → Σ * as follows: first, replace each repeated character by a single character; then remove all blank characters. For example, B maps the string "hhee--ll-lo--" to "hello".
CTC then defines the probability for the string l given a sequence of probability distributions y = y 1 . . . y T as the probability that B (a 1 . . . a T ) = l, where a 1 . . . a T are independently sampled from from y 1 . . . y T , respectively. Formally:
and: Naive computation of this sum is infeasible, since the number of elements in the sum grows exponentially with T . Fortunately, this probability and its gradient can be computed efficiently by the forward-backward algorithm defined in [2] . Since the CTC conditional probability is differentiable, it can be directly optimized using gradient descent. The optimization objective is then defined to be the negative log-likelihood:
Since the CTC conditional probability depends on the probability vectors and the ground truth label, the image labels need only include the image text, and thus any positional information is unnecessary. This being the case, OCR systems based on this model are structurally much simpler than traditional OCR systems, as there is no intermediate segmentation stage.
At test time, a beam prefix search on y is performed to find the k most probable labels given y, and their respective probabilities.
Probability Ratio As Confidence
Providing a confidence measure for the text recognition model is a crucial part of this work. One might naturally expect the conditional probability that the CTC calculation assigns to the label by itself would be able to serve as a good measure of confidence. However, testing has found that it performs poorly as such.
Our model, however, is capable of outputting more than one possible label per input image, and assigning probabilities for all of them. In particular, we utilize the probabilities assigned to the first two most probable readings.
Our first error prediction method is as follows. Let x be the input image, l 1 and l 2 the two most likely readings from the CTC model, and p 1 and p 2 the conditional probabilities Pr [l 1 |x] and Pr [l 2 |x]. Then the confidence score we assign to l 1 is:
By definition, we have that p 1 ≥ p 2 , and so this expression gives a number in the range [0, 1], as is desirable for such a score. When p 1 p 2 , our system is the most confident, and the confidence value will be close to 1.
This method is both easy to implement, and gives excellent results in detecting errors. We show detailed benchmarks results in Section 4.
Error Prediction as Confidence
Whereas the previously described method is effective at error prevention, it is inadequate for recognizing faulty input images that need be rejected. This is to be expected, as the set of common invalid image inputs is highly dependent on the specifics of a system, as well as the dataset. We believe that industry-grade OCR systems need to be specifically trained to recognize their own faulty images.
It is generally desirable to have a single accept-or-reject confidence score. Therefore our second method is a single confidence mechanism, that learns to predict both whether the OCR branch will give the correct labeling, and whether a given sample should be rejected.
Another advantage of this method is that it does not assume that the corresponding OCR network is trained using CTC. It should be straightforward to re-use the error prediction formulation defined ahead in an OCR system that has a different decoding phase.
Our approach is the following: we postulate that the confidence measure for a predictionl given image x is the probability p thatl = l and x should not be rejected, where l is the real label. We then proceed to train a binary classification model that given x, predicts the probability for this event.
The error prediction branch takes as input the activations from an intermediate stage in the network, and its output is the probability that the OCR output is incorrect. Specifically, we take the activations of the first bi-LSTM layer and apply, in this new branch, two 512-unit bidirectional LSTM layers. The LSTM's output vectors are then projected to dimension 1 to obtain a vector v ∈ R T . The final probability is σ Σv T , where σ is the logistic function. Division by T is performed to neutralize the impact of the image width on the prediction result.
This branch is trained by supplying an image x, a label l, and the reject label r. The OCR model is run on x to obtain a predicted labell. We calculate the desired output of the error prediction as:
The error prediction branch is then trained to minimize the cross-entropy loss:
A curious problem arises whenever the training dataset is small enough to reach overfitting. In such a situation, it is necessary to dedicate a subset of the training data to the training of the error prediction branch exclusively. The reason is that when the OCR network overfits, it outputs the correct label on all training samples, and the error prediction branch learns that the OCR network is never wrong. If the dataset is big enough to avoid overfitting, then both branches can be trained simultaneously.
Experiments
To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed error prediction methods, we conducted experiments on standard benchmarks for scene text recognition and for handwritten text recognition. Additionally, we conduct experiments on a proprietary dataset provided to us by Orbograph, of realworld cropped images of scanned dollar amounts.
For each dataset, we present, in addition to our lexiconfree accuracy, a ROC curve, which shows the trade-off between the misread rate and the total system read rate for each method. For example, a point at 0.2 misread rate and 0.9 read rate denotes that by picking a certain confidence threshold, the system rejects 10% of the valid data, and reduces the number of errors by 80%. To compare the effectiveness of different confidence methods, we use the areaunder-curve (AUC) metric.
We compare the results of both our methods with two baselines. The first is using the CTC probability p itself as a confidence measurement. As mentioned above, p tends to decrease as the image gets wider. Our second baseline, p −T , is an attempt at normalizing this relation in a simple manner, and trying to get a better baseline than just p.
On large datasets, we trained the error-prediction subnetwork simultaneously with the OCR sub-network, and used the same data as training data. On the handwriting datasets, which are substantially smaller, we dedicated part of the training set to training only the error predicting subnetwork.
Scene Text Datasets
For all scene text recognition experiments, we follow common practice of using the large synthetic dataset by Jaderberg et al. [5] , whose training set contains 8 million synthetic training samples. We train a single network on the synthetic dataset, and use that network for all scene text recognition benchmarks, without any fine-tuning.
We evaluate our scene text performance on two popular benchmarks -ICDAR 2013 (IC13), and Street View Text (SVT).
IC13 [6] the test set contains 251 scene images with labeled bounding boxes. Following Wang et al. [13] , we restrict the test set to contain only alpha-numeric characters with three characters or more, resulting in a test set of about 900 cropped text images.
SVT [13] consists of 249 images collected from Google Street View. The word images have been cropped from these images, resulting in a test set of 647 samples.
Handwritten Datasets
We conduct experiments on two well-known dataset for handwriting recognition -IAM and RIMES. Since these datasets are very small, we used the validation set to train the error prediction branch.
IAM [9] dataset consists of scanned handwritten English texts by 657 writers, giving a total of 115,320 labeled word images. After filtering out punctuation and short words, we obtain a training set of 40,526 samples.
RIMES [3] dataset consists of scanned handwritten French texts by 1300 people, giving a total of 67,000 words.
Restricted to long enough words without punctuation, the training set size becomes 35,723 samples.
Orbograph's Dollar Amount Dataset
In addition to the above standard benchmarks, we evaluated our method on a proprietary dataset by Orbograph. This dataset consists of 1 million labeled images of automatically scanned and cropped fields denoting dollar amounts. This dataset was created by collecting dollar amount scanned text samples from real-world printed documents and having them manually labeled. Since this is unfiltered real-world data, it has an amount of reject samples, which we use to train our second error prediction method, described in 3.3.
In Figure 4 , we provide a ROC curve on the test set. A misread refers to either a reject image receiving a high confidence score, or a non-reject image receiving the wrong transcription with a high confidence score. We provide an additional ROC curve for the non-reject samples only.
Technical Details
Our system was implemented in TensorFlow and trained on an nVidia Titan X and on an nVidia K80. CTC decoding was used a search beam of size 100. Training was done using ADAM [7] , with an initial learning rate of 10 −4 . 
Results
Our results, depicted in Tab. 1 and 2 as well as in Fig. 3  and 4 , clearly show that both our methods are effective in predicting and preventing OCR errors. In all datasets that have no reject samples, our probability ratio method proves to be highly effective. As expected, on small datasets our learning-based error prediction method proved to be significantly worse than the probability ratio method, due to a lack of data. When training on large datasets, both methods obtain very convincing results.
Orbograph's dataset provides ideal benchmark conditions, as it is not synthetic and contains 1 million samples. Additionally, this dataset exactly mimics the real-world conditions and requirements of an OCR system by containing reject samples. As shown in Fig. 4 , when measuring error prediction accuracy without considering rejects, we see that both methods give very good performance, with the probability ratio method getting a slight edge. However, when considering reject samples as well, our learning prediction model achieves exceptionally good results. The error prediction model is able to reduce the error rate by as much as 99.7%, while rejecting as few as 1% of the valid samples. Figure 5 shows non-reject examples from Orbograph's dollar amount dataset at different levels of confidence, for qualitative assessment. We expect to find that samples from the bottom confidence percentile are difficult to read for an OCR model trained on cropped, printed dollar amounts. And indeed, one sample is handwritten, one includes the surrounding box due to imperfect cropping, one includes unrelated text and markings, and the other two are blurry. Text in the fifth percentile is already fully legible and reasonably cropped.
It is also interesting to note that the top percentiles are completely dominated by samples with the label "$0.00". The reason for that is that the dataset includes very many such samples, and so the model learned to recognize them with high confidence.
To conclude, our methods vastly outperform the baselines suggested, and prove to be applicable to printed text OCR, handwritten text OCR, and scene text recognition.
Conclusions
The best lexicon-free deep-learning OCR systems in the literature today use CTC for training. However, they contain no error detection mechanisms. As such, these methods cannot be adopted as-is in real-world systems. It is our observation that a lack of error-detection research has hindered the widespread adoption of modern deep-learning based OCR methods by the industry.
As our experiments show, a system can be built that is able to predict OCR errors directly from the probabilities predicted by CTC, with excellent accuracy.
Additionally we propose a novel solution that modifies an OCR neural network by attaching a secondary deep network that is specifically aimed at learning a confidence measure for the main OCR network. Our error-prediction subnetwork does not assume that the OCR branch is trained using CTC, and so it can be applied to virtually any OCR network that employs a CNN followed by recurrent layers.
In an extensive set of experiments we demonstrate that our methods are capable of achieving accurate error predictions. Our learned model achieves particularly noteworthy results on Orbograph's proprietary numeric dataset, where our system is able to achieve an accuracy two orders of magnitude greater than human typists, while keeping the read-(IAM) (RIMES) (SVT) (IC 13) Figure 3 . ROC curves for the literature benchmarks for both the baseline CTC-based confidence score as well as our proposed methods.
(Orbograph-All) (Orbograph-No rejects) Figure 4 . ROC curves for the real-world numeric dollar amounts dataset for both the baseline CTC-based confidence scores as well as the our proposed methods. rate at a very high level.
We believe our methods to be both simple to implement, and necessary for industry adoption of modern, deep neuralnetwork based OCR methods.
